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Heavy Quarks
We have discussed so far QCD in a limit:

Now we shall construct effective theory of mesons and baryons
with at least one heavy quark: c or b. Heavy quark inside a hadron
is almost on-shell and knows very little about the light quark and 
gluon cloud around. 

Parametrize h.q. momentum                                        where k is small.
For on-shell quark:

hence:



Heavy Quark Propagator

For off-shell quark:

This propagator does not contain          !
Contains projection operator:

Proof:



Heavy Quark Vertex
H.Q. vertex between two propagators contains a term

Can be simplified using:

We have:

Hence:  



Heavy Quark Spinors
Solutions of the Dirac equation:

Heavy quark at rest:

Projection operators for a quark at rest 



Heavy Quark Spinors

For a quark at rest:

For a moving quark:



Lagrangian 
and Heavy Quark Fields

QCD lagrangian:

Define:

where:

or (eigenstates of    ):



Covariant Derivative
Decompose derivative into longitudinal and transverse parts:

This can be understood as a definition of a transverse part:

We need to compute:

One has:



Covariant Derivative

Project this on longitudinal 

and transverse                                 directions:

The same applies to full covariant derivative, because
commutes with            .  



Heavy Quark Lagrangian
QCD Lagrangian
quark decomposition

Identities:

Lagrangian:

mixing through transverse derivative (no diagonal terms in       ) 



Heavy Quark Lagrangian

• We have redifined quark fields at a tree level
• We correctly describe couplings to                    gluons
• Antiparticles are integrated out, they have 2MQ mass gap
• Possible mixing of Bv with external Qv is suppresed 1/MQ  
• Number of heavy quarks is conserved – no QQ production



Symmetries
Since HQ Lagrangian does not contain HQ mass, we have

semmetry where        is a number of heavy quarks.

There is also Heavy Quark Spin Symmetry. Consider spin operator:

Consider the following infinitensimal spin transformation:

Change of Lagrangian:



Heavy Quark Symmetry

This commutator vanishes, because           does not contain gamma 
matrices and             is space-time independent. It follows that:

Spin symmetry acts within the two component subspace spanned by

Gluon couples to HQ via

Not true in QCD where        does not commute with      .  



MQ power counting
HQ Lagrangian allows for clear power counting in            . However,
there is still          hidden in field normalization:

HQ kinemtics:

Recall,             is defined by factoring out

and                                          Recall:
Redefinition:
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Heavy meson masses

Constants               and          are universal

Compute:

Experimentally:



Heavy baryons with one HQ
Two  ligth quarks can be in SU(3) antitriplet or sextet 

light quarks have spin 0
SU(3) triplet, total spin 1/2

light quarks have spin 1
SU(3) sextet, total spin
1/2 and 3/2, hyperfine split
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(3 1/2+)                             (6  1/2+)                                            (6 3/2+)

Charm and Bottom ground states

2535 MeV 69 MeV 2602 MeV
5893 MeV 20 MeV 5913 MeV

2409 MeV
5736 MeV

Fully confirmed experimentally (except for       )            PDG:
SU(3) symmetry (both for c and b sector!)  

Hyperfine splittings



Covariant represenation of fields
A. Manohar and M. Wise Heavy Quark Physics, Cambridge University Press.

HQS symmetry can be used to find decays like:

We need to construct effective fields describing mesons
simultaneously both pseudoscalar and vector that have proper
Lorentz symmetry transformations under:

We require:
alternatively:   



Covariant represenation of fields
Field                  must be a linear combination of 
- pseudoscalar field 
- vector field
that annihilate the                     (light quark) multiplet. For vector
particle annihilation amplitude is given by polarization vector
such that: 

Define:

Properties:

follow from:                                               



Conventions
Normalization

Redefinition:

Normalization:



Transformation proprties
In the rest frame
vector field has no zeroth component
because                     (only spacial part is non-zero)

Dirac indices                of this field                 label heavy antiquark
and light quark, respectively.          transforms as (1/2,1/2)
representation under the spin symmetry 



Transformation proprties
Reminder:
action of the symmetry operator on filed      belonging to some 
representation of this symmetry is given as: 

But we are not intersted in an action on the trial function, so we
have to subtract the second term, which gives the commutator



Transformation proprties
Spin transformations of field

where                                     (no ½).  Infinitensimal transformation:



Transformation proprties
Let’s compute this commutator:

Transformations:



Transformation proprties

Transformations separatrly under heavy or light symmetry mix.
For example under 



Decay constants
Define:

If not for the HQS decay constants       and       would be independent

Currents:

In heavy quark effective theory we have only one matrix element
instead of two:



Effective current
We need to construct effective current in terms of

We will do this by exploring symmetries. Transformation under
rotation of the heavy quark field: 

• Pretend                            to make current invariant
• Write down operators that are invariant when

• Here        is           or   



Effective current

• The current must have single field
• Field           and nn  must appear as a product
• Lorentz covariance requires the current to be of the form

where      is a matrix that can depend on the only parameter
at hand, namely

This makes the current Lorentz and parity invariant.  



Effective current
Computing the trace using

Hence

(only one constant)



Matrix elements
It is now straigthforward to show:

leading to:

and: No experimental data, only
lattice QCD ~ 30 % agreement



Decay form-factors


